N E W C ATA L O G I T E M

LCD MONITOR+SHELF
BENEFITS:

Maximize Cabinet and Rack Space

 Features 15” flat-panel
monitor mounted on
shelf.

Increase usable space inside your equipment
cabinet or rack using the new LCD Monitor+Shelf
by Chatsworth Products, Inc. (CPI).

 Uses less than 2 RMU,
freeing available space
for other equipment.
 Viewable when
cabinet doors are closed,
maintaining system
security.
 Rotates to a horizontal
position. Slides into the
cabinet or rack when not
in use.
 Available for two-post
or four-post systems.

Typically, computer monitors need 10 RMU to 14
RMU of space when mounted in a cabinet or rack.
By contrast, CPI's LCD Monitor+Shelf -- with a
sleek, 15" screen -- uses less than 2 RMU, freeing
valuable space for other equipment.
The flat-panel monitor stores horizontally inside a
cabinet or rack. When needed, pull out the
monitor and rotate it to a position in front of your other mounted
equipment. A unique friction plate holds the device at any angle
you choose. With the screen upright and pushed back against
the equipment, you still have space to close the cabinet door.
Therefore, if the door has a plexiglass panel --or even one made
of hi-flow perforated metal -- you can observe your data while
maintaining safety and security. Simply swivel the monitor back
to a horizontal position and slide it into the cabinet or rack when
not needed.
The LCD Monitor+Shelf comes fully assembled. Available for twopost and four-post systems.
CPI's new Keyboard+Tray perfectly complements the LCD
Monitor+Shelf. With full-size keys, the IBM-compatible
keyboard requires only 1 RMU. In addition, the keyboard has a
built-in trackpad, eliminating a mouse, tail and separate tray.
For more information, please contact your authorized CPI
Distributor or a CPI Customer Service Representative, or go to
www.chatsworth.com

See Reverse for More Information.

Organizing. Storing. Securing.

800-834-4969
techsupport@chatsworth.com
www.chatsworth.com

LCD MONITOR+SHELF
Ordering Information
LCD Monitor+Shelf
Part Number

Description

13380-719

4-Post, 19"W x 2 RMU, Black

Shipping
Weight
23 lb

13390-719

2-Post, 19"W x 2 RMU, Black

21 lb

Keyboard+Tray
CPI's new Keyboard+Tray perfectly complements the LCD Monitor+Shelf. With
full-size keys, the IBM-compatible keyboard requires only 1 RMU. In addition,
the keyboard has a built-in trackpad, eliminating a mouse, tail and separate
tray.

LCD Monitor Specifications
Monitor Type
15" LCD Monitor

Power Consumption
30 Watts Maximum

Mounting Depth
26" to 38" mounting depths inside cabinet or
four-post rack; no minimum/maximum for twopost rack

Contrast Ratio/Dot Pitch
450:1/.297

Maximum Resolution
1024 x 768
Adjusts automatically to full screen regardless
of the input resolution

Viewing Angle
Ultra-Wide, H-140 degree, V-120 degree
Standards Compliance
UL, CSA, TÜV/Ergonomics, FCC-B, CE, TÜV/GS,
IEC950, C-TICK, ISO 13406-2, BSMI, EPA Energy
Star, MPR II

Color Support
24-bit (16.7M colors)

Note: The visual appearance of the monitor and keyboard are subject to change.
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